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From Our Chapter President
by Anna Acerra
Hello, Mid-South Chapter members of
STC. I would like to begin by thanking
everyone who voted for me in this last
election. Although most Chapter Vice
Presidents automatically assume the
President’s position, because I was appointed Vice President and not elected, I
needed your votes to serve in this prestigious position, which I am honored to
now hold.
To give you some background informaAnna Acerra
Mid-South
Chapter President
tion about myself, I work at Physicians
Postgraduate Press, Inc., and I am currently pursuing my Master’s degree in Technical and Professional Writing from
the University of Memphis, where I also received my Bachelor’s degree in
the same concentration. I have been a long-standing member of the MidSouth Chapter of STC, an organization which has been the foundation for
both my academic and professional careers. It was here that I first learned
about the discipline and was inspired to continue the excellence in communication that this field promotes; it was here that I made my first business
connections and met my colleagues with whom I now work; and it is here
that I want to provide others with the opportunities that I have had for intellectual and professional development.
With that said, I would like to welcome everyone back from their summer
vacations to another exciting year of Mid-South Chapter meetings. The
administrative council and I are planning a wide range of meeting topics to
be covered in progressions, workshops, roundtables, luncheons, and tours.
Our goal is to provide you with the latest information in the field of technical communication in a professional and friendly environment. And, if you
would like to become a part of this council to help make the most of our
monthly meetings, we have various volunteer positions available and I am
sure that we can find one that fits your strengths as well as your schedule.
Thank you for being a part of this professional community, and I hope to see
you at our many meetings this year.

STC advances the theory and practice of
technical communication across all user
abilities and media.
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From the Editor
by Kelly Schrank
Well, I’ve managed to put out the second newsletter! I think that’s an accomplishment given all that I have had going on in the last three months. Going to
the STC annual conference was a great experience that renewed my vigor for
the profession and this chapter, but unfortunately I was the only Mid-South
Chapter member there.
I do appreciate the kind words of those of you who have complimented me
on this newsletter at meetings. BUT I would really love to have some help!
I don’t want this newsletter to be a collection of articles by me...I want this
newsletter to represent the contributions of the whole chapter. So, please,
offer to write up a meeting report (or sign on to be the Secretary), submit a
feature article of your choosing on technical communication, take over the
“Check out this website!” column, start your own column; just get involved.
For students, this is a great opportunity to be published, to create something
for your portfolio, and to get your name out there to potential employers.
Please, enjoy the latest newsletter! I look forward to your feedback at future
meetings and via email at kelly@stc-midsouth.com.

New Int’l STC Officers
by Kelly Schrank
The new STC officers on an international level have been voted in:
Linda L. Oestreich, President
Mark Clifford, First Vice President
Cynthia C. Currie, Second Vice President
Paul Mueller, Region 5 Director
Leah Guren, At-Large Director
Steven F. Jong, At-Large Director
Nicoletta A. Bleiel, At-Large Director
William C. (W.C.) Weise, Treasurer
Jackie A. Damrau, Nominating Committee
Rachel A. Jordan Houghton, Nominating Committee
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Newsbrief is the quarterly newsletter of
the Mid-South Chapter of the Society for
Technical Communication, a nonprofit
organization. We create the newsletter to
do the following:
• Involve members and visitors more
fully in professional development and
service
• Foster a sense of community among
chapter members and visitors
• Provide a link between professors and
students at local universities
• Promote the benefits of chapter membership to attract new members
Submissions
If you would like to contribute to
Newsbrief, please contact the newsletter
editor with your ideas.
Copyright
Writers are invited to submit articles
for publication consideration. Please
note, however, that by submitting an
article, you implicitly grant a license
to Newsbrief to run your article and
for other STC publications to reprint it
without permission. You as the writer
nonetheless hold the copyright. Please
let the editor know if your article has run
elsewhere or been submitted to another
publication.
Reprints
Articles published by Newsbrief may be
reprinted in other STC publications if
credit is given to the author as well as
the Mid-South Chapter and a copy of the
reprint is sent to the newsletter editor.
Subscription
To receive email notification when
Newsbrief has been posted online, send
your email address to the newsletter
editor.

Of 10,812 eligible voters, 1,549 (14.33%) cast ballots.

Advertising
Advertisements relevant to technical
communicators are accepted. Base prices
are listed below, and discounts will be
given for ads that run in at least two
consecutive issues. For more information,
contact the newsletter editor.
Full page....................................... $60
Half page...................................... $40
Quarter page................................. $20
Business card............................... $10

Online voting concluded at 12 noon ET on April 12, 2007. Paper ballots had
to be received by that date to be counted as valid votes.

Contact Information
Newsletter Editor...............Kelly Schrank
kelly@stc-midsouth.org
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April Meeting Notes
by Kelly Schrank
April’s meeting highlighted the winners from the International Technical Publications Competition (ITPC). The Society sponsors the ITPC to determine, recognize, and encourage excellence in communication through printed media.
The ITPC honors technical writers and editors who set the standards for published technical communication. Winners in the ITPC are selected by consensus. Three-judge panels evaluate each entry for such qualities as production,
design and typography, copy editing, content
and organization, and graphics. In addition, a
winning publication must meet the stated purpose for the intended audience. More information can be found at: http://www.stc.org/comp/
internationalCompetitions01.asp.
These competitions have two tiers: local (chapter) or regional level and international (Society-wide) level. An entry must win an award of
Distinguished Technical Communication at the
local or regional level to qualify for automatic
submission to STC’s international competitions.
Many, but not all, chapters hold professional
competitions in the fall. Because our chapter
doesn’t conduct any sort of competitions, this is
the only opportunity many of us have to see the
types of work our colleagues are doing.

Kendall Howze and Matt Woodruff, University of Memphis
students, talk with Susan Popham, a University of Memphis
instructor

There was an interesting mix of documents at the April meeting: books, promotional materials, software guides,
training materials, annual reports, magazines, newsletters, scholarly/professional journals, informational materials,
and hardware guides. This was only a sampling of the categories in the competition. Additional categories not represented at the meeting include: quick reference, documentation sets, scholarly/professional articles, technical reports,
manuals, trade/news articles, and organizational materials.
Levels of award shown at the meeting: best of show, distinguished, and excellence. (There is also an award of merit,
but none of those were represented at the meeting.) A list of
the award winners is at: http://www.stc.org/comp/internationalCompetitions01_winners.asp

Ginny Yeager and Anna Acerra behind the spread at
April’s Meeting

The chapter provided a nice selection of food and drink.
(Good job, Anna!) The twelve attendees were a mix of students, faculty, administrative council members, and returning members. Because of the small group (and perhaps the
table of food and drink), this was a good time to get to know
one another and the students had some one-on-one time
with experienced writers, editors, and faculty.
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Society for Technical
Communication

Check out this Website!

http://www.stc.org

by Kelly Schrank

Society President
Linda Oestreich
pres@stc.org
Executive Director
Susan Burton
susan@stc.org

Mid-South Chapter
http://www.stc-midsouth.org

Officers
President
Anna Acerra
anna@stc-midsouth.org
Vice President
Open
Secretary
Open
Treasurer
Sarah Beth Larson
treasurer@stc-midsouth.org
Past President
Ginny Yeager

Managers
Academic Liaison
Loel Kim
Employment
Paige Marshall
employment@stc-midsouth.org
Hospitality
John Forbes
hospitality@stc-midsouth.org
Scholarship
Susan Popham
scholarship@stc-midsouth.org
Webmaster
Glenn Sanders
webmaster@stc-midsouth.org

Podcasting is a hot topic these days. While many of us may not find a use
for that skill in our jobs, we may listen to podcasts to learn something or be
entertained. They are convenient to listen to in the car or on the treadmill
with our iPods or mp3 players.
Tom Johnson, the current president of the Suncoast Chapter in Tampa,
Florida has a podcasting site that he regularly updates on topics of interest to
technical communicators: http://www.techwritervoices.com.
He interviewed many conference attendees on a variety of topics last month
(including yours truly, though mine is hidden on the second page of podcasts, after all the big names on the first page), so check it out and see what
you were missing at the conference!

Future Mid-South Chapter
Meetings
July 2007

There was not a July meeting.

August 2007

Topic: Back to School Luncheon
Speakers: Everyone is encouraged
to bring their questions or past
experiences about continuing
education for technical
communication to discuss
Date: August 14, 2007
Time: 11 am –12 noon
Location: Owen Brennan’s
Restaurant, 6150 Poplar
Avenue, Suite 150
Admission: Purchase of your own
lunch

September 2007

Topic: TBD
Date: September 12, 2007
Time: 5:30–6 pm networking
6–7 pm panel discussion
and Q&A
Location: Central Branch of
the Memphis Public Library
(Meeting Room A), 3030 Poplar
Ave.
Admission: FREE
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Member Spotlight
David Armbruster
How long have you been a member of STC? Since 1976. I joined when I worked
in Atlanta, which didn’t have an STC chapter at the time.
Have you ever held a position in STC? I was President of the East Tennessee
Chapter in 1983-84 when I moved to Memphis. About the same time, I was appointed Assistant to the President (of the Society) for Recognition Programs (including all competitions and honors). In 1989, I was elected STC 2nd Vice President and
became President in 1991. Subsequently, I served as Strategic Planning Committee chair for another couple of years.
I have also served as Newsletter Editor and Historian for the Mid-South Chapter.
Are you a member of any STC SIGs (Special Interest Groups)? Scientific Communication and Technical Editing
Why are you involved with STC? Primarily for professional development. I have often worked by myself or with
a very small number of colleagues. It has always been important to me to stay current professionally, and STC has
afforded me that opportunity.
What is your current position? (Title, Company) Head of Scientific Editing and Library Communication, University of Tennessee Health Science Center, and Associate Dean for Academic Affairs, College of Graduate Health
Sciences.
What do you do on a daily basis? Edit biomedical research articles and grant proposals; handle a variety of library
communication issues such as the newsletter, tips to the campus, and signage; and deal with academic issues, the
thesis/dissertation process, and the website for the College.
What do you enjoy most about the field? Helping others communicate scientific research results as effectively as
possible.
What would you consider an educational or career highlight? The opportunities I have had to mentor those new
to technical communication, especially those involved with editing.
What advice do you have for new technical communicators? Participate in your professional organizations, learn
to network effectively, never stop learning, and understand that you are part of a team.
How did you get into technical communications as a career? I didn’t grow up wanting to be a technical communicator. In fact, the title hardly existed in the mid-70s when, needing a job, I started working as an editor/proofreader
for an engineering consulting firm. Very few academic programs in technical communication existed in the United
States at that time, so I had to learn what technical communication was all about on my own and through STC (and
other professional societies).
What’s been your biggest challenge as a technical communicator? Keeping up with the constantly (and rapidly)
changing world of scientific communication (e.g., changes in electronic communication, issues such as open access,
and ethical issues such as authorship and duplicate publications).
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May Meeting Notes
by Kelly Schrank
May’s meeting was a panel on freelancing vs contracting/consulting. There were 18 attendees, six of whom were
there for the first time!
David Yawn - Freelancing
The panel began with David Yawn of David Yawn Communications, who
talked about freelancing. David believes that, competitively, it is good to
become a specialist in your field. You can make more money and you are
in bigger demand than a generalist. As a freelancer, you have to have a plan
for the future (specifically, future work). If you are too busy, you should
subcontract to trusted partners to help clients achieve goals. It’s especially
important to market yourself at every opportunity. And there is “no shame
in cobbling together some small jobs” to keep working.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Freelancing Pros
Independence
Flexible Schedule
Work Outside
No Boss over Your Schedule
No Bureaucracy
Variety of Clients

David believes you should have a business plan, then market yourself,
Freelancing Cons
then launch your business. To be successful, you need to work as hard as
you do for a traditional boss and bill as soon as you complete the job (with • No Group Insurance
• No Congeniality
the expectation that they will pay in 30 to 45 days). He has had good luck
• No People to Bounce Ideas off of
in getting paid, but we have all heard horror stories of those who can’t get
• Lonely
paid. Other advice: offer to do piecework of other’s projects to get your
• Clients become Bosses
foot in the door. If you have a dedicated office space in your home, you
can deduct on taxes. Contact clients every so often to see what they have
that you could do for them. He thinks the term “freelancer” carries a bad connotation and he thinks it is going away
as a term that people use to describe this profession.
On the question about how to start out, David advises to build your portfolio and collect commendation letters. He
says to get a “Writer’s Market” book, looking for national magazines to write articles for. He advises attending industry lunches to meet a lot of people, eat lunch, and see a speaker. You can also team up with an established freelancer, by acting as a understudy or finding a mentor.
Q & A with David Yawn
Q: What is the nature of your marketing efforts? David answered that he carries and hands out business cards at
every opportunity. He also has a tri-fold brochure. He goes to a lot of industry meetings and networking lunches.
Q: What is the geographic range of your clientele? David answered that he prefers to have local clients within a
2-hour drive.
Q: Any advice for those just starting out? David said people’s tendency to want to help people works in your
favor.
Q: How is your “work-life balance” when freelancing? David said it is very good; he has a home office, sees the
kids more, and takes walks with his wife.
May Meeting Notes, continued on page 7
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May Meeting Notes, continued from page 6
Adam Robertson - Contracting / Consulting
The second panelist was Adam Robertson from Robert Half Technology, a firm that recruits for contracting and
consulting work. He has an extensive client list, including FedEx and International Paper. As a contractor, you can
expect a 40-hour work week and full-time paycheck stability. If you are thinking of freelancing, but not good at marketing, then working with Adam may be a good option for you. You will be part of a project, with a narrow scope.
He differentiates a contractor from a consultant by referring to a consultant as a subject matter expert (SME), someone who consults with the manager and can handle requirement-gathering. Adam adds that different recruiters serve
different needs, specific to anyone’s specialities, so if his company doesn’t recruit for your specialities, try someone
else.
Robert Half Technology provides benefits, insurance for instance, for those working for them. They also pay payroll
taxes and unemployment for you. Liability insurance is not covered for freelancers; however, his company offers
liability when you’re a contractor with them. Working with Robert Half Technology, intellectual property belongs to
the client, as Robert Half is providing a service not a product.
Words of Wisdom
Donald Samulack
“I learned more in 5 years of
freelancing than I have in anything
since then, business acumen, making presentations to others.”

Donald Samulack has had experience with freelancing and consulting and
was eager to share. He believes that in a company’s downtime, consultants
are the first to go. Liabilities are your problem; state in your contract that you
have no liability for errors. He suggested incorporating as an limited liability
corporation (LLC) for this reason.
Words of Wisdom
Leanne Logan
Leanne Logan added that she thinks
“Something anyone can do now to
that there are lots of models for freelancing and contracting. Lots of people
work remotely and don’t personally know their employers. Leanne added that prepare for future freelancing is to
get a handle on how long it takes
some companies won’t hire an independent contractor directly, but most go
you to do something.”
through another company. FedEx is a good example.
Advice from Adam on building a resume: be a specialist, an expert in your
field. For example, an IT Tech Writer has very specific skills and tasks to complete; they are sought-after. See how
the work you are considering will tie into your resume. He cautions: don’t be specific with client names but give
enough details to show what you’ve done. Specifying the type of industry is a good detail.
For those who have worked for a company that requires a Non-Disclosure Agreement, but who need to show their
portfolio at an interview: one suggestion was to slide the portfolio across the desk but not leave it behind. Donald advises to negotiate confidentiality so that you aren’t limited from working for competitors or within the same industry
as the client. Adam then mentioned that Robert Half’s contract just stipulates that you can’t work with competitors at
the same time.
Q: Do you provide training between jobs? Adam replied yes, registered candidates can access a web portal with
5,000 courses. Normally, access to www.skillport.com is $4245/year. There are also 7,000 reference materials available for our use as a client.
This was an interesting panel with the two opposing views being very respectful of each other and their different
paths for technical communicators.
•
•

Recommended Reading:
“Free Agent Nation: How America’s New Independent Workers Are Transforming the Way We Live” by Dan
Pink
“Managing Your Documentation Projects” by JoAnn T. Hackos, Ph.D.
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National Events for Technical Communicators
October 2007

Conference: Engineering the Future of Human Communication
Organization: Professional Communication Society of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers
Date: 10/1/2007 - 10/3/2007
Location: Seattle, WA
Cost: $475 before 9/1/07
		
$590 after 9/1/07
Synopsis: “Join a distinguished
group of researchers and industry
practitioners for an energetic and
friendly conference that encompasses all aspects of professional
and technical communication in a
world of rapidly changing information and communication technology. Help us look back on 50
years of human communication
and look ahead to the next 50!”
For more information, go to www.
ieeepcs.org/ipcc2007

October 2007

Conference: 51st Annual Meeting
Organization: Human Factors and
Ergonomics Society
Date: 10/1/2007 - 10/5/2007
Location: Baltimore, MD
Cost: $455 before 8/27/07
		
$505 after 8/27/07
Synopsis: “HFES annual meetings
are important events for the
Society’s members and others
who are interested in the latest
developments in the field.”
For more information, go to http://
www.hfes.org/web/HFESMeetings/
07annualmeeting.html

October 2007

Conference: Influence and Responsibility: Expanding Roles,
Relationships, Requirements
Organization: Association for
Business Communication
Date: 10/10/2007 - 10/12/2007
Location: Washington, D.C.
Cost: $180
Synopsis: “ABC’s 72nd
international convention
explores how business creates
responsible relationships with
business, government, NGOs, and
communities.”
For more information, go to http://
www.businesscommunicationconferences.org/ocs/index.php?cf=15

October 2007

Conference: A Legacy of Leadership
Organization: American Medical
Writers Association
Date: 10/11/2007 - 10/13/2007
Location: Atlanta, GA
Cost: $310 before 9/12/07
		
$360 after 9/12/07
Synopsis: “The American Medical
Writers Association (AMWA)
is a nonprofit professional organization dedicated to promoting
excellence in medical communication. The association brings
together communicators and
educators engaged in the medical
or allied health professions and
sciences throughout the world.
With its extensive educational
program, AMWA provides unique
opportunities for medical com-

municators to improve the quality
and effectiveness of communication in all media. Through
networking, interactive meeting
functions, the AMWA Journal,
and 19 regional chapters, AMWA
provides a rich forum for encouraging and extending professional
expertise..”
For more information, go to http://
www.amwa.org/default.asp?Mode=D
irectoryDisplay&id=344

October 2007

Conference: Joining Research and
Practice: Social Computing and
Information Science
Organization: American Society
for Information Science and
Technology
Date: 10/19/2007 - 10/24/2007
Location: Milwaukee, WI
Cost: $380 before 9/14/07		
$430 after 9/14/07
Synopsis: “Web 2.0 and social
computing are changing the
way people use information for
work, play, research, and everyday activities. Sponsored by
ASIS&T, the premier society for
information science, the 2007
Annual Meeting is devoted to the
discussion of Social Computing
and Information Science. More
than sixty sessions of contributed
papers, panel discussions, poster
sessions, etc. have been planned.
They will address a wide variety
of topics, ranging from tagging,
online communities, information
seeking behavior, web log and
transaction log analysis to re-

National Events for Technical Communicators, continued on page 9
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National Events for Technical Communicators, continued from page 8
search directions, education, and
ethical practice for information
professionals in the new world of
social computing.”
For more information, go to http://
www.asis.org/Conferences/AM07/

October 2007

Conference: Science Writers 2007
Organization: National Association of Science Writers
Date: 10/19/2007 - 10/23/2007
Location: Spokane, WA
Synopsis: “Science in Society
Meeting and New Horizons in
Science Briefing, including
* Skill-Enhancing Workshops
* Briefings on Top Science and
Medicine Developments
* Lab Tours and Field Trips”
For more information, go to http://
www.nasw.org/meeting/next.htm

October 2007

Conference: PR Evolution: Innovation. Collaboration. Influence.
Organization: Public Relations
Society of America
Date: 10/20/2007 - 10/23/2007
Location: Philadelphia, PA
Cost: $1075 before 9/7/07
$1275 after 9/7/07
Synopsis: “Join us in Philadelphia,
October 20-23 for the most
enlightening and rewarding
public relations event of the year
- the PRSA 2007 International
Conference. Featuring more than
100 comprehensive Professional
Development sessions led by
top industry experts, our stellar
lineup of influential and engaging
speakers offers a full spectrum of
strategies and techniques.”
For more information, go to http://
www.prsa.org/conf2007/

October 2007

Conference: LavaCon
Organization: LavaCon and
Greater New Orleans chapter of
Project Management Institute
Date: 10/28/07 - 10/30/07
Location: New Orleans, LA
Cost: $725 before 8/1/07
		
$800 before 10/5/07
		
$950 after 10/5/07
Synopsis: “Our 2007 conference
will offer proven best practices in
the fields of documentation and
project management, as well as
innovative techniques for meeting
challenges that project leaders
face in today’s work-a-day
world.”
For more information, go to http://
www.lavacon.org/2007index.htm

June Meeting Notes
by Kelly Schrank
June’s monthly meeting was actually a networking luncheon. We met at Bosco’s Sqaured in Midtown for a nice
lunch with our peers. Fifteen people attended, 10 of which were current members. Like the networking luncheon in
December, there was a good mix of people: many new faces and some we hadn’t see in a while. The theme was to be
the STC conference, but with only one attendee and a long table of people involved in various conversations, there
wasn’t that much talk of the conference.
After a tasty lunch and some good conversation, Anna Acerra, our new Chapter President, took a moment to recognize the Past President Ginny Yeager (who will continue to serve on the administrative council as such), our new
Treasurer Sarah Beth Larson, our new Hospitality Manager John Forbes (who wasn’t able to make it), and our Webmaster Glenn Sanders.
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Local Events for Technical Communicators
August 2007

Topic: Improving Planning and
Portfolio Selection using Microsoft Office Project Portfolio
Server 2007
Speaker: Curtis Callaway from PM
Resource Group
Organization: Project
Management Institute - Memphis
Date: 8/7/07
Time: 6-7:30 pm
Location: Crescent Club, 6075
Poplar Avenue, Ninth Floor
Admission: $20
For more information, go to http://
www.pmimemphis.org/calendar.
shtml

August 2007

Topic: Branding Embassy Suites:
An Integrated Marketing Communications Approach to Public
Relations
Speaker: Dawn Ray, Senior Manager of Brand Communications
for Embassy Suites® Hotels
Organization: Memphis Chapter,
Public Relations Society of
America (PRSA)
Date: 8/8/07
Time: 11:45 am -1 pm
Location: Holiday Inn University of Memphis, 3rd
floor.
For more information, go to http://
www.prsamemphis.org/

August 2007

Topic: Starting a Firm
Speaker: Lisa Looser, Founder and
CEO, The Cirlot Agency
Organization: Memphis Chapter,
Public Relations Society of
America (PRSA)
Date: 8/9/07
Time: 11:30 am -1 pm
Location: First Tennessee at Oak
Court, 4385 Poplar Ave.
Admission: $30
Bring your brown bag lunch.
Beverages and cookies will be
provided.
For more information, go to http://
www.prsamemphis.org/

August 2007

Topic: Perfecting Your Presentation Skills
Speaker: Darrell Uselton, President
of HR Training & Development
Organization: American Society
for Training & Development
- Memphis
Date: 8/14/07
Time: 11:30 am - 1 pm
Location: Doubletree Hotel, 5069
Sanderlin Avenue
Admission: $20 before 8/10/07
For more information, go to http://
www.astdmemphis.org/event_
release.cfm?EventID=119

August 2007

Topic: PMI Tour Memphis SOLECTRON
Organization: Project Management Institute - Memphis

Date: 8/22/07
Time: 5:15 am - 6:30 pm
Location: Solectron, 6269 Shelby
Drive
Admission: $15
For more information, go to http://
www.pmimemphis.org/calendar.
shtml

September 2007

Topic: How Program Management
Is Different From Project Management
Speaker: Chris Patteson
Organization: Project Management
Institute - Memphis
Date: 9/11/07
Location: Crescent Club, 6075
Poplar Avenue, Ninth Floor
For more information, go to http://
www.pmimemphis.org/calendar.
shtml

September 2007

Conference: Facilitating Training
in a Changing Workforce
Organization: American Society
for Training & Development
- Memphis
Date: 9/21/07
Location: Hilton Hotel, 939 Ridge
Lake Boulevard
Cost: $30 before 9/7/07
Synopsis: “The conference will
present a full day of educational
sessions geared toward
professional development
needs given the significant
changes taking place today
among workforce and training

Local Events for Technical Communicators, continued on page 11
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Local Events for Technical Communicators, continued from page 10
methodologies.”
For more information, go to http://
www.astdmemphis.org/event_
release.cfm?EventID=120

October 2007

Topic: Appreciative Inquiry
Speaker: Dr. Mary Jo Greil
Organization: American Society
for Training & Development
- Memphis / Joint Meeting with
Society for Human Resources
Management

Date: 10/16/07
Time: 11:30 am - 1 pm
Location: Doubletree Hotel, 5069
Sanderlin Avenue
Admission: $20 before 10/12/07
For more information, go to http://
www.astdmemphis.org/event_release.cfm?EventID=114

October 2007

Conference: 7th Annual Professional Development Day

Speakers: Garrison Wynn, Neal
Whitten, and Dean Lindsay
Organization: Project Management Institute - Memphis
Date: 10/25/2007
Location: Peabody Grand Ballroom, 149 Union Avenue
Cost: $205 before 9/7/07
For more information, go to http://
www.pmimemphis.org/calendar.
shtml

Your Chapter Needs You!
by Kelly Schrank
Your chapter wants you to get involved!
For the new year, we need a Vice President and a Secretary. The Vice President is primarily responsible for planning the monthly chapter meetings (with help from the rest of the council). Without the planning of the meetings,
we won’t have meetings! The position of Vice President really allows you to help shape the future of our chapter
meetings. The Secretary is responsible for taking minutes at administrative council meetings and coordinating the
“Meeting Notes” column in Newsbrief. Being Secretary is a fairly easy way too get more involved in the chapter.
The chapter also needs a Publicity
Manager to get the word out about
meetings and chapter events.
This is a great opportunity for
people new to the area or new to
the chapter to get to know their
peers and make a difference in the
chapter.
This is also a great way to enhance
your leadership skills, build your resume, or perhaps branch into some
new terrain. Students or recent
graduates have the opportunity to
get to know professionals who are
doing what they want to do for a
living!

Administrative Council Members at June Meeting:
Sarah Beth Larson, Treasurer
Anna Acerra, Chapter President
Ginny Yeager, Past President
Glenn Sanders, Webmaster
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2007 STC Annual Conference Writeup
by Kelly Schrank
Since it seems like I was the only person in the Mid-South chapter to Ascend the Summit!, I thought I would share
my experiences. Since my trip report for work was 14 pages, and because I didn’t attend every available event or
even write about every event I attended (some don’t lend themselves well to notepad and pen), I can only give you
the highlights of my adventure in Minneapolis!
The Technical Communication Summit, STC’s 54th
Annual Conference, was held May 12–16, 2007, in
Minneapolis, Minnesota. Around 1,400 people attended the annual STC conference this year.
Leadership Day
On the Sunday before the conference, STC held Leadership Day from 9 am -3 pm; it is intended for chapter and SIG
leaders. The first speaker was Paula Berger, now past STC President. What I took away from her was that communities should define themselves, picking what works for your chapter and doing that without worrying about what
has been done in the past. Good news for those interested in the STC salary surveys: STC is having the new salary
surveys done by HR organizations, which should prove to be more statistically relevant. The second speaker was
Linda Oestreich, current STC president. Linda emphasized the importance of finding volunteers who have leadership
qualities, not just trying to fill positions in the chapter. An interesting revelation from STC on an international level:
members are more likely to renew if they have had five connections with STC over the course of a year. Speaker
Cindy Currie from the Leadership Community Resource was excited to let us know that they have an email address
where you can send questions and ask for help (lcr@stc.org) and in the future, they will have a webpage specifically
for leaders.
The next part of the day consisted of progressions, where smaller groups of people convened to discuss a specific
topic with an expert or two. The topics for the three progressions I attended: Community Newsletters, Volunteer
Recruitment, and Public Relations. In the Community Newsletters progression, Doug Dow gave us a nice handout
with 20 tips for newsletter editors and suggested that newsletter editors follow the Newsletter Competition standards
when creating newsletters, as that is a
good benchmark for a good newsletter.
Doug’s newsletter was given awards in
the Newsletter Competition this year. In
the Volunteer Recruitment progression,
Carolyn Kelley Klinger and Judith Herr
gave out a handout, with 12 tips for recruiting volunteers and 11 tips for retaining volunteers. The discussions were very
informative and full of stories of success
from many different leaders there. In the
Public Relations progression, George
Slaughter, who is the Public Relations
Competition Manager, had many suggestions for planning public relations and
newsworthy events to bring chapters more
publicity.
2007 STC Annual Conference Writeup, continued on page 13
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2007 STC Annual Conference Writeup, continued from page 12
After the progressions, Susan Burton, Executive Director of STC, was the speaker. She began by detailing the participation levels of people in any organization: 2-5% are leaders, 10-15% are doers, 15-20% are do-somethings, 5070% are belongers, and 5-10% are dissidents (half of whom are always unhappy). So readers, that room was filled
with Leaders and Doers: What are you? Where do you want to be? Something to think about....
Monday
Like many at the opening session, I really enjoyed Keynote Speaker Simon Singh’s presentation. He was funny, with
a characteristically dry British sense of humor and accent. His presentation was a mix of stories and video that captured my attention and really made me want to see his film and get the book based on it. He was kind of all over the
place, which made you pay a little more attention...you didn’t know what he was going to say or do next!
My first session was “Estimating and Tracking Project Costs for Financial Success” with Joyce E. Lasecke. I thought
this was a good session, very structured with good handouts that make it easy to go back through later and re-learn
the concepts. Her presentation had two distinct parts: how to estimate and how to track. She very methodically began
the part on how to estimate by outlining the three ingredients to a project estimate: (1) metrics, (2) assumptions, and
(3) risk assessments. She then defined those and showed how to use them to your advantage. She went over the case
study provided, which seemed to me to be a good example of a project estimate. The part on tracking was also good,
with insights for how to start and what to do when you get off track. A good session, especially if project management is part of your job.
My second session was “Effective Page Layout for the Non-Artist” with Jean-Luc Doumont. Jean-Luc was an excellent presenter, very organized and very entertaining. He believes that page layout is about revealing the structure of
the document visually. Unlike some people who think that a pretty layout and fancy graphics will bring the reader’s
attention to the text, he believes that people will pay attention to the graphics and ignore the text.
He also characterized a page as having two dimensions:
vertical and horizontal. He believes documents need much
more white space than most people allow. He likes big top
margins and big left margins. “Space is a luxury.” This is
where it became obvious to me that his ideas on design
could be a bit “creative” for most technical communicators. His examples are full of white space and seem (to me)
to be much more the work of marketing than documentation though I liked the look of them. All in all, an informative and fun session with lots of takeaway ideas.

Words of Wisdom
Jean-Luc Doumont
Summarizing the principles of the visual world, he
warned us to follow those principles (or perhaps more
importantly to not go against them):
• Proximity: things close together are related
• Similarity: if things look similar, they are similar
• Prominence: if something is bigger or bolder,
then it is more important

My third session was “What Technical Communicators Need to Know to Succeed in the Real World” with Barbara
Giammona. This was a mini-workshop that asked us to ponder the meaning of success and how to pursue it personally and professionally. We were asked to mull over the information presented, then break into groups to talk to others
about our own definitions and successes. Barbara thinks we need to bring not only our professional skill set needed
to do our own job, but lots of soft skills and the ever-important integrity. Her conclusions are based on this: we
need to become a part of the development process; we need to launch a PR campaign for our profession; we need to
improve our professional societies; we need to become better business people and managers; and we need to repackage ourselves for the future. Specifically, she believes each person needs to relate to management; understand your
cost to the company; understand your products, business, and industry; and relate to your colleagues. She then went
through a long list of things that could be holding people back, and suggested that we take a good look at ourselves
to figure out what is holding us back from achieving career satisfaction. She suggests setting personal goals: where
do you want to be in 5 years? This was a good session, especially for those who feel stifled or stuck at work.
2007 STC Annual Conference Writeup, continued on page 14
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2007 STC Annual Conference Writeup, continued from page 13
Tuesday
My fourth session was “If I’d Known
Then What I Know Now – Lessons
Learned and Best Practices.” This
was a lively and informative panel
of speakers. Each discussed a lesson
learned in their career and a trend in
the technical communication industry.

Mary R. Wise: Overcome your inertia. You should always be looking for
your dream job, even if you have a good or great job.

One of the funniest things to come out
of this panel (from Bobo Vatovec):
“The most common language in the
world is Bad English”.

Paula R. Berger: Look at other areas of your company where you can
increase your skill set. Are they perhaps more lucrative? More wellrespected? Don’t limit yourself.

Lessons Learned

Andrea L. Ames: You need leadership skills. You need to be able to be
enthusiastic, articulate a vision, encourage others/influence others, and
sell to management.

A lot of their lessons learned and trend advice was tough to swallow: technical editors being told to lower their level
of quality, tech writers being told to spread their wings and move away from our tech pubs departments? But these
are experienced technical communicators doing a variety of different things in the industry for big companies and
their own companies, so we should at least listen to what they have to say…
Trends
Sarah O’Keefe: Animation and simulation in computer-based training. Text-based training is on its way out.
Jack Molisani: Solution-sellers. People will pay a lot to have problems solved.
My fifth session was “Copymarking, Clarity, and More: Progressions of STC’s Technical Editing Community.” I
went to three different tables to learn about three different topics.
The first was “Growing and Managing a Formal Editing Process” with Lisa Adair. Lisa is a technical editor for
Rockwell Automation, a company that is revamping their whole tech pubs process. Their new system is topicoriented, not publication-oriented; writers own a section of information, as opposed to documents. Their formal
editing process began with a task force that worked on updating the company style guide. They began by picking a
secondary style guide, and put topics in the company style guide where the editors veered from the secondary style
guide or where the secondary style guide didn’t address something specific to their company. Another instrumental
part of their formal editing process was to establish the levels of edit and create an editor’s checklist. The metrics
they created in the level of edits document allow them to quantify their job. This was an interesting session for those
in big companies that may have many editors, but it emphasized to me the need for an editor’s checklist and to be
estimating my work.
The second was “Make Every Technical Editing Minute Count” with Jackie Eldridge. Jackie is a very experienced
editor who put together a thorough and helpful handout for this progression. To understand the project, she suggested
you first find out the purpose of the document from the author. Make sure the introduction material covers this, and
that steps are in a logical sequence to that end. To understand the author’s expectation of you, she suggested that you
use your editing checklist as a menu: talk to the author about which of these are most important to them. Advantages
to knowing the author include being able to look for their trouble spots and fixing those so they do not embarrass
them.

2007 STC Annual Conference Writeup, continued on page 15
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2007 STC Annual Conference Writeup, continued from page 12
Generic editing advice included: looking for the three “in”s:
inconsistencies, inaccuracies, and incompleteness; making sure
there is a source for information presented; and using different
colors for different types of edits. I found this session helpful in
not only proving what I already know to be correct, but also in
offering some different ways of thinking about the process.

Words of Wisdom
Jackie Eldridge
She broke last-minute/short-lead-time editing
projects into four steps:
(1) Understand the project
(2) Understand the author’s expectation of you
(3) Know the author
(4) Know the reader

The third was “Concision and Clarity” with Susan Ledford.
Susan is a technical writer and editor with experience in localization issues. She offered four reasons to pursue word reduction:
(1) decreases costs, (2) increases readability, (3) increases usability, and (4) supports re-usability and single sourcing.
In localization, word reduction is a directly measurable reduction in costs, as those excess words don’t have to be
translated. For publications that are printed, shorter documents cost less to print. In addition, there is less to maintain
when you reduce documentation length. In single-sourcing situations, the difference is exponential. From a usability
standpoint, if there is less to read, readers are more likely to read it.
She advises to do the following:
• Use the search function to help you delete worthless words
• Create checklists of the type of words to commonly reduce
• Rephrase sentences and paragraphs and reduce them to “content chunks.”
My sixth session was “Writing for the Web” with Ginny Redish. She believes that everyone goes to the web to accomplish a goal. She asked the audience: what do users want from the website? Every answer came down to content.
Not documents, but content that solves problems and answers questions. She made the point that people don’t want
to spend a lot of time getting to the area where they need to be to get an answer to their question or get something
done. People are generally too busy in their daily lives, so they are goal-oriented and topic-oriented. An interesting
point she made: “Every use of your web site is a conversation started by your site visitor.” You need to ask yourself:
how well does your site converse with your site’s visitors? She believes the website projects a persona and you have
to carefully craft that. This was an interesting presentation, with
Words of Wisdom
lots of information that made sense, though it is hard to find it in
Ginny Redish
use at this time if you go out onto the web.
What users want from a site:
96% wanted a site that is updated frequently
96% wanted a site that is easy to use
93% wanted high quality content

My seventh session was “How to Write an Effective White Paper”
with Manuel Gordon. The presenter has a website, with his partner,
called www.thatwhitepaperguy.com. They define a white paper as
“a pre-sales document designed to educate and inform potential customers who have not yet made up their minds.”
They said that “any firm selling new, complex, or costly B2B software” needs to create white papers because if the
product is new, it is not easy to research; if the product is complex, it is not easy to understand; and if the product is
costly, it requires a group decision, so the white paper is likely to be shared among that group. Rules of thumb for
white papers:
(1) Length should be 4-24 pages, but 10 is typical
(2) Tone should be neutral and authoritative
(3) There should be several illustrations (better quality than a manual, but not as high quality as a magazine ad)
(4) Black and white for printed pieces, color for PDFs on the web
The website and the materials provided with the presentation were good.
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2007 STC Annual Conference Writeup, continued from page 15
Wednesday
My eighth session was “Out of the Solitudes: Progressions of STC’s Lone Writer Community.” I went to three different tables to learn and talk about three different topics.
The first was “Preserving Sanity as a Lone Writer” with Dana F. Utz. The sole writer in his department for the last 8
years, Dana believes you should impose structure on your work through a “styles and standards guide.” He also suggests acting as if you are a part of a department in how you approach your work by documenting your tasks in a policies and procedures guide and tracking project time and milestones. He had a very nice handout of the presentation.
The second was “Editing Your Own Work” with Jerry D. Franklin. As a freelance high-tech marketing copywriter,
Jerry must edit his own work on a regular basis. He offers six suggestions for editing your own work:
(1) Take time away from the project to gain your objectivity (distance)
(2) Put on your proofreader persona
(3) Use other style guides
(4) Create a style guide and document templates in advance
(5) Get non-SME reviewers on your team (customer service, tech support, marketing)
(6) See if you can get a student to proof for the experience
The third was “No Longer Alone” with Christopher Thiessen. Chris was an engaging speaker, very much interested
in our own experiences and having us share them. He offered advice for people with specific questions and concerns.
Like many of the other editing speakers, he suggested creating a style guide to ease the transition from working
alone to working with others, and he suggested creating a list of commonly used words and their preferred usage.
My ninth session was “What’s Psychology Got to Do with Style? Practical Ways to Improve your Communication
Skills” with Gail Lippincott and Dan
Recommended Reading
Jones. Gail and Dan were a good team in
Gail Lippincott and Dan Jones
making their presentation, which offered
“Technical Editing” by Carolyn Rude
6 strategies for improving your commu“Rhetoric & Style” by Nevin K. Laib
nication skills:
“Writing for Results in Business, Government, the Sciences and the
(1) Assess your persuasion skills
Professions” by David W. Ewing
(2) Control your style and tone
“Talking from 9 to 5” by Deborah Tannen
(3) Make yourself heard in your writing
“Influence: The Psychology of Persuasion” by Robert Cialdini
and conversations at work
“Made to Stick” by Chip Heath and Dan Heath
(4) Apply subtle psychological tech“It’s All Politics” by Kathleen Kelley Reardon
niques when necessary
“Generations at Work” by Ron Zemke, Claire Raines, and Bob Filiezak
(5) Manage the politics
(6) Overcome barriers
We then had workshops to see how persuasive we think we are; to recognize our communication styles and how we
think others see us; and how to use tone in email. Then we compared notes with our neighbors. This was an interesting presentation, though I would have liked more discussion with our peers and less book recommendations from the
presenters.
My tenth session was “Designer-ly Ways of Thinking: Progressions of the Information Design and Architecture
Community.” I went to three different tables to learn and talk about three different topics.
The first was “From Tech Writer to Information Architect” with Frances Gambino. Frances believes one of the biggest differences between a tech writer and an information architect is their thought processes. The difference
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2007 STC Annual Conference Writeup, continued from page 16
between the two jobs: the tech writer creates the best document they can; this is a task-based job. The information
architect allows the tech writer to create the best document they can but manages the strategy and processes of getting that done. The information architect looks for identifiable, searchable, reference-able, retrievable content and
enforces consistency among a large group of documents.
The second was “The New Architecture of Printed Documents” with Sabrina Dennis. She believes the new way
for content creation is topic-based. The company where she works is going to single sourcing, with a 4-year plan.
She had a spreadsheet of the different pieces of a document, with standard pieces saved in one place. They are using structured authoring, but no content management system as yet. They have an in-house document management
system.
The third was “International Websites” and unfortunately, I forgot to write down the presenter’s name (this topic was
added at the last minute, so she is not in the program). She believes you should start with a baseline site for your
company, then compare that to a target country’s standards (typical website of that country). Five to seven sites is a
good number to get a feel for that country’s website standards. Build lists based on each target country’s preferences
and standards, then create a prototype for each target country. This should give you a good start before beginning
localization and/or translation.
Ze Frank was the closing keynote speaker. I had to leave before the end of his speech but he was very funny and told
great stories. One funny story was very much related to what we do as technical communicators: he discussed the
designs of airline safety cards and showed us some that were pretty questionable in showing what they were probably intended to show. Some of them were very interesting.
Social Opportunities
Networking Lunches
I really enjoyed the SIG networking lunches. I was a Table Host at the Technical Editing SIG table on Monday, so it
was my responsibility to encourage everyone to introduce themselves, talk about what they do and who they work
for, and discuss how they got started as Technical Editors. On Tuesday, I was a Table Host at the Lone Writer SIG
table, so it was my responsibility to encourage everyone to introduce themselves, talk about what they do and who
they work for, and who they work with/whether they are truly lone writers or have other circumstances.
SIG Meetings
The SIG meetings were WAY too early in the morning, and even providing some
breakfast didn’t make it quite worth it. Monday was the Lone Writer SIG meeting,
which I didn’t find as helpful or fun as I would have liked. The Technical Editing SIG meeting on Tuesday was better, in my mind, as there was a smaller group
(easier to get to know one another), we discussed new projects that interested me,
and the leaders were enthusiastic and eager for more involvement. Another highlight are the SIG dinners. I attended the Lone Writer SIG Dinner at Staccato, a
quirky restaurant in Minneapolis. It was a lot of fun, as lone writers tend to hold
jobs in very diverse companies and industries. There are a lot of people working
for small companies, writing about interesting products or processes, or working
in isolation from other writers in a very large company. Because many of us work
alone or without others who understand what we do, we tend to crave each other’s
company and talk, talk, talk.

Cindy Brown (Baltimore) and
Kelly Schrank at Lone Writer
SIG Dinner

The conference materials are available on the website, go to http://www.stc.org/54thConf/index.asp. They are organized by presenter, so if you want the materials for any of the sessions, I described; you should have an easy time
finding them. Photos are also available at the following site: http://gallery3.stc-cdx.org/v/conference/ They have
already set the date for next year, June 1-4 in Philadelphia, so hopefully I will see more of you there!

